Hello Musicians! 
Here is a resource for learning about and creating music at home! 
Websites
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Incredibox Create ostinatos by clicking on the people and layering different beatbox patterns 
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Phil Tulga.com Make music using math, science, and reading. Music games and arts integration lessons
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Chrome Music Lab A collection of experiments that let you explore how music works.  Compose and learn about the science and math of music
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Sing and Play with Bobby McFerrin Experiment by layering Bobby McFerrin's voice recorded on separate tracks. 
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PBS Kids Music Games Tons of educational music video games with some favorite TV characters
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Classics for Kids Listen to famous music, hear radio shows about composers, musical stories, and play music games. 
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NY Philharmonic Kidszone Play games, learn about musical instruments and composers, make your own music and more.
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Music K-8 Kids Lots of interactive music games. Practice with notes on piano, recorder and more!
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Isle of Tune Create musical  journeys from street layouts.  Roadside elements are your instruments and cars are the players.
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Flying Instruments Tetris-like game with three levels–matching by instrument family, instrument, and sound
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Orchestra Game Guess instruments by the sound. At the end they all play together.
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Mathsciencemusic.org Bringing together the best resources in math, science and music.
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Whack a Note Practice note reading by clicking the different tabs as they pop up.
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Sphinx Kids Lots of music games!
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Yousician Learn to play guitar, ukulele, bass guitar, piano, or sing. Instructional videos and play along tracks. Free premium account available with basic access.  
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Soundtrap Web based music studio similar to Garageband
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Noteflight Web based notation software
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MuseScore  Web based notation software
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Rhythm Trainer Program for learning and practicing rhythm.
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Compose your own theme and variation with melodies from Britten’s Young Person's Guide 
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Groove Pizza: Create fresh beats using geometry/shapes and colors.
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Scale Wheel
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Access the whole MusEdLab Suite
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Play along with some pop hits and improvise. Or make up your own songs using your computer keyboard. aQWERTYon
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Musication Sing along, play along, dance along, pat/clap/snap/stomp along
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DSO Kids Learn about classical music from the Dallas Symphony Orchestra
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Beep Box Online tool for sketching and sharing instrumental melodies.



Apps
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Acapella App Allows the user to make those fun split screen videos of musicians performing all of the parts of a song themselves.  The app can also be used to collaborate online with other musicians. 
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Singing Fingers Singing Fingers lets you finger paint with sound. Just touch the screen while you make a sound, and colorful paint appears. Touch the paint to play back the sound again. 
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Chatter Pix Kids Take a picture of something, draw a mouth on it, then record your voice.  It will make whatever you take a picture of talk or sing.
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Note Works Read notes on the music staff and play the corresponding note on the piano, tap the letter name, or solfege.
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Blob Chorus Ear training. Each of the blobs in the chorus sings a note then the king blob sings his note. The aim of the game is to identify the blob that sang the same note as king blob.
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My Note Games Interactive game that listens to play.  Kind of like Smart Music for younger kids. Works for a wide variety of instruments. 
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Rhythm Cat Lite A fun game that puts your rhythm skills to the test! 
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Staff Wars Live game play designed to aid students in instrumental practice. Choose your instrument, key signature, scale and note range, then play the notes that appear on the staff with your instrument to destroy them before they damage you clef. $0.99
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Monkey Drum Create real music just by drawing and watch as the creatures play your creation
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GarageBand Record songs, create podcasts, compose movie themes, create video game music
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BandLab Digital audio workstation – audio recording and sequencing 
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Loopseque Lite Create rhythmic and melodic patterns using a circular one-measure layout
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Figure-Make Music and Beats Beatmaker – create beats with three parts: drum, bass and lead
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Auxy Music and Beat Maker Build a song by editing or creating short blocks of sound
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Medly Create snippets or “blocks” of music by tapping sounds into a grid-style graphic notation interface
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Sound Forest Compose a song using a collection of creatures, trees, flowers and shapes 
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Musyc Create music soundscapes using a combination of geometry and physics
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Sound Rebound create music in SoundRebound by adding shapes to the screen and then adding balls which make sounds when they hit the shapes  
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Suggester Useful songwriting tool: explore chord classic progressions, or test out your own combinations
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Groove Maker 2 Free Allows you to remix pre-existing loops and samples that have been grouped together in “always sounds good” songs
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RealPercussion Collection of 15 loops for you to play along with, including: Funk, Country, Jazz, Oriental, Pop and Reggae


